BRINGING TOGETHER

ASPIRATIONAL NEIGHBORS
IN LINCOLN HEIGHTS, RICHARDSON DWELLINGS
AND GREATER DEANWOOD | 2017-2018

A

s a part of Washington, DC’s New
Communities Initiative, Lincoln Heights
and Richardson Dwellings public housing
communities will be redeveloped into mixed-income
communities. While many past attempts to transform
public housing have failed to meaningfully change
conditions of social and economic isolation, NCI is
committed to achieving 100% resident success.
In Lincoln Heights and Richardson Dwellings, a number of
challenges currently exist in the community. For example,
• Some residents may not know a single other family in
the neighborhood.
• Many people do not feel a deep connection to the “place”
and have not lived in the community for a long time.
• There is limited public space where people can meet,
run into each other, and feel secure.

• Despite having personal goals to obtain stable work,
many residents have struggled to hold steady jobs
throughout their lives. Some cannot even qualify for
micro-loans to help them overcome initial barriers.
Others may have physical disabilities or mental
illnesses, or cannot access affordable childcare or
reliable transportation, which prevent residents from
obtaining and holding work.

A NEW NEIGHBORHOOD NETWORK
We are committed to a sparking a new, diverse neighborhood network that can lead to both individual and systems
transformations. Through the development and support of a small cohort of aspirational residents and regular
“NeighborUp Nights” open for the broader community, our goal is to shift the existing culture of fear and division to
one of aspiration and connection.
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One Year of Intentional Spaces
• Juice Bar events to meet neighbors and

• ”NeighborUp Marvin Gaye Park” training

host conversations among community

sessions to provide support and coaching

leaders (Summer 2017)

to residents to facilitate NeighborUp

• Pop-up parties and door-knocking to
connect with new residents on the

Nights independently (Winter 2017)
• ”NeighborUp Nights” to meet to

property and invite them to future

new neighbors, have small group

gatherings (Summer 2017)

conversations of community interest, and

• “NeighborUp Unit” Weekly Sessions for
12 committed, aspirational residents to
provide mutual support around achieving
short term goals (Fall 2017)
• ”Coffee and Conversation” events in
partnership with local business Penny Brew
Coffee Bar to host community discussions
around neighborhood change (Winter 2017-18)
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exchange small favors (Bi-monthly since
Winter 2017)
• Weekly “Ujima Group” sessions for 15
residents (including a member from Homes
for Hope) to work towards achieving short
and long-term goals, and to provide a space
of peer support with a focus on financial
savings (Winter-Spring 2018)
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Broader Neighborhood
Conversations
Deanwood is a neighborhood that is rich in community members, including
longtime residents, new homeowners and renters. Many residents who know each
other through community associations or local institutions, but others know very
few neighbors at all, living in virtual isolation. The neighborhood lacks many of the
amenities needed or desire by residents.
Intense market pressures present in other DC neighborhoods are not as pressing
in Deanwood. We believe that Deanwood is ripe for neighbors to come together to
pursue both individual and collective goals for improving the quality of life.
By hosting small conversations amongst diverse neighbors, we have honed in on
the broader question: how can we help spark each other’s aspirations and transform
them into real opportunity and progress?

What is one thing a neighbor
could do that would help you
take a step towards a personal
dream or aspiration?

What is one creative idea you have for
helping neighbors get to know each other
better, especially those from different
backgrounds or perspectives?

What aspect or place in
Deanwood currently constitutes
something of quality, a quality
that is worth preserving?

If you could take one action
with 4 - 5 neighbors to make
something positive happen,
what would that be?
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The NeighborUp Unit
SEPTEMBER – DECEMBER 2017

Lincoln Heights and Richardson Dwellings to focus on achieving specific individual goals and work
towards achieving larger community-focused goals. The individual goals included starting a nonprofit business, finishing school, and hosting a community event. The group came together to host the
neighborhood’s first NeighborUp Night at the end of the 10-week session.
The purpose of the NeighborUp Unit cohort was to demonstrate how small groups of people can build
greater trust and provide the kind of support needed for members to achieve personal life goals.
Together, this group also worked towards creating new spaces to invite other community members into. The
NeighborUp Unit created a new, intentional community space by organizing and hosting the first NeighborUp
Marvin Gaye Park Night in December of 2017.

OUR NEIGHBORUP VALUES:
We are human beings first.
We take time to build relationships.
We focus on strengths and opportunities.
We recognize and celebrate individual and group accomplishments.
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NeighborUp
Marvin Gaye Park
Since December 2017, residents who have participated in NeighborUp cohort groups have helped host three
NeighborUp Nights for the community. These nights are opportunities to meet and connect with new neighbors, have
small group conversations, and engage in “Marketplace” to exchange small favors. Some of the “Table Talk” conversation
topics have included:
• Entrepreneur opportunities
• Organizing events for youth in the neighborhood
• Support around a petition for clean water
• Neighborhood challenges with mental health
• Mutual support in health goals
• Outreach to expand community network
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The Ujima Group
After the initial NeighborUp Unit group completed its
10-wee cycle in the fall, a new group – the Ujima Group
– came together in early 2018. Ujima, which means
“collective work and responsibility,” is a principle that
represents the group’s purpose – to come together and
support one another in achieving specific goals.
The Ujima group is a group of aspirational residents from
the first NeighborUp group, as well as several additional
members from the community, from Homes for Hope,
and from the New Communities Initiative, who come
together weekly to work on personal goals and to achieve
a higher quality of life in Lincoln Heights, Richardson
Dwellings, and the Greater Deanwood. This group focuses
on identifying, taking steps towards achieving, and
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supporting each other around concrete goals in the five
following areas:

• My Personal Power
• My Aspiration
• My Community
• My Physical and Emotional Health
•My Economic Well-being
Together, we build relationships, mutually support each
other, learn from each other and think and plan about how
we can connect with neighbors and otherwise improve the
communities we live in.
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Cookie’s NeighborUp Story
By the age of 21, I was a mother of three! The human
brain is not fully developed until age 25 so you can
only imagine what I was going through with confused
being in the top 5. I was living in public housing and on
welfare, after 9 years of getting a once of month check
I maintained enough sanity to make it off and become
a Police Officer, I never ever forgot where I came from
while working and living in my Community, always
keeping the connection to friends and the people I
associated with. After 20 years of Policing, I currently
live back in Public Housing under a Program where
Officers live in various Public Housing Communities, I
live in Richardson Dwelling, where I mentor families and
attend meeting to remain engaged.
I came to Neighbor Up once and I have been hooked! I look forward to the positive
engagement. I have learned so much. The various activities from maintaining goals
to building trust are amazing. My goals are to save $1,000 by December, eating
fruit twice a day, cut back on my rice intake and making sure I understand my
401k program, to be honest these things would not get done on my own, without
the push and support from the group, with them I feel a sense of accountability.
Talking in front of groups is something I rather not do, however I have been able
to facilitate a portion of the Neighbor Up with ease. Building Community is
a passion and something that is needed, Neighbor Up gives “HOPE” to
accomplishing this goal.
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Why a Cohort Group?
WE BELIEVE:
• A thriving community can emerge when diverse people are
connected through a network of trusting relationships.
• Every person has unique gifts and talents to contribute.
• We can build trust with each other across our differences by
sharing our stories, exchanging small favors and having fun.
• We can solve problems and make progress, both individually
and collectively, when we come together in small teams and
mutual support circles.
Through these intentional spaces and practices, we support each other in skill
development around:
• Problem solving

• Active listening

• Giving and receiving feedback

• Leadership

• Emotional control

• Adjusting expectations

• Goal-setting

• Goal identification and achievement

• Resilience

• Career/job interest identification

• Exercising voice

• Financial fitness

• Habit change
We track progress through a self-reporting process we call the Roadmap. This
process allows us to reflect and share where we feel we are, and steps we can take
to make progress.
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Achieving Goals A Few Examples
• Economic Improvement: One member of the Ujima group
helped another member get a regularly paid job at the
Seed School.
• Education and Skill Building: Three women – who did
not previously know each other – signed up for and
completed an entrepreneur class together focused on
their individual entrepreneurial projects. One finished
third in the final pitch competition!
• Networking and Community Building: A core group of
residents – from different public housing sites, as well
as the surrounding neighborhood – now know each
other, support each other, check in on each other, and
consistently show up to weekly meetings and other
community events to support one another.
• Residents regularly share resources, including job
applications and volunteer opportunities.
• With financial support from the NeighborUp Mini-grants
(see page ##), one residents organized and hosted the 1st
Annual American Indian Heritage celebration for over
25 community members.
• Leadership and Initiative: Residents are assuming
leadership roles in creating and facilitating intentional
spaces, many whom have never participated in
community life before. Residents lead group exercises
each week and have hosted multiple NeighborUp Nights.
• Personal Improvements (Health, Housing): Everyone
has identified clear goals for the next several months
including saving $1000, losing 28 pounds, and finding a
new place to live.
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Intentional Practices:
COMMUNITY-NETWORK BUILDING + ECONOMIC MOBILITY

MINI-GRANT:
The mini-grants help spark action and overcome initial
resource barriers for Lincoln Heights and Richardson
Dwellings residents with specific aspirational goals and ideas.

for residents who may apply to other grants in the future. It
exposes them to components of a grant and allows them to
go through the process more easily.

Why? We encourage residents to be aspirational, but with
a lack of personal resources and barriers to access for
external resources (including space, supplies, licensure,
etc.), there is a clear need to provide accessible monetary
support to help residents overcome hurdles to achieving
their personal goals. Many of these goals could not be
met without the presence of seed money, no matter how
committed the residents are.

The application requires residents to break down their
aspirational plans into manageable steps, and consider
what resources and actions are needed to achieve each
step. PEOPLE HAVE GREAT IDEAS AND GOALS! These
grants are going directly back into the community and
hopefully will encourage other residents to come out, and
trust that there is support for them.

This mini-grant process – which entails completing a short
application and putting together a budget – is good practice

The fall 2017 mini-grant funds were used to buy insurance
for a vending company, to register a cleaning business as an
LLC, and to purchase food for an Indian Heritage Celebration.

EMERGENCY LOAN FUND:
Because sometimes people face barriers to achieving their goals
due to unexpected financial troubles, the emergency loan fund
is a voluntary fund where people can pay in a set amount of

money to gain access to the larger collective pot in the case of
an emergency. If they need to draw on the fund, they can submit
a request to the group, who will decide the terms of the loan.

SWAP TABLE:
The swap table is a way for people to trade assets. At weekly
gathering sessions, members can bring goods they do not
need – small pieces of furniture, books, electronics – and take

something of near equal value. This practice underscores the
value of a network – we all can be a part of helpful exchanges
with one another.

SAVINGS CLUB:
We are launching a savings club in Summer 2018. The savings
club will be open to residents who have participated in a
cohort group. The Savings Club will operate like an IDA – with
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an initial deposit for residents to jumpstart the process and
indicate a level of commitment, thereafter, every $100 up to
$200 will be matched, and rewarded at the end of the program.
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